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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3] we computed all the sixty irreducible characters ofthe group 
G = G&(2). In this paper our aim is to compute the irreducible characters 
of the automorphism group G’ of G&(2). As G has index 2in G’, so it con- 
tains full classes ofG’; we shall call these positive classes ofG’. Classes of 
G’ outside G will be called negative. Classes of G induce positive classes of
G’. A pair of classes ofG may fuse to give a single class of G’, in this case 
the centralizer order of the class in G’ is the same as its centralizer order in 
G. If a class of G does not fuse to any other class, then the centralizer order 
of the induced class in G’ is twice as its centralizer order in G. We will see 
that G’ has 16 fused, 28 non-fused and 28 negative classes. 
The Fobenius-Schur indicator firreducible characters of G are either 
+l or 0, that is to say they are either orthogonal or unitary. A unitary 
character x of G has some of its values nonreal and fusses with its complex 
conjugate X giving an irreducible character ofG’ whose value on a positive 
class g is x(g) + X(g) and zero on a negative class. These pairs of characters 
are called nonassociated paris and G has 16 such pairs. 
An orthogonal character x of G has a representation which is writtenable 
over Iw and induces a pair of associated characters x and x’ of G’ of the 
same degree. If1 is an irreducible character ofG, then the induced charac- 
ter x of G’ has value x(g) on a positive class g of G’. The character x’has 
value -x on the negative classes ofG’ and +x on the positive classes ofG’. 
The group G has 28 orthogonal irreducible characters and it is enough 
to find the negative classes ofG’ and the values of these irreducible charac- 
ters of G’ on the negative classes ofG’. Therefore G’has 28 + 28 + 16 = 72 
irreducible characters and conjugacy classes. 
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2. CONJUCACY CLASSES OF CERTAIN SUBGROUPS OF G’ 
As a group of Lie type, G is of type (A,). Using notation of [2] G is 
denoted by A,(2). By [S] G has an automorphism of order 2 which is 
induced from the symmetry of order 2 of the Dynkin diagram of (As). 
Let Z be a system of roots for (A,) and let ZZ= (r,, r2,..., r5} be a fun- 
damental system in 2. Then p: rj + repi, 1 < i< 5 is the symmetry of order 
2 of the Dynkin diagram of (A,). Let the automorphism of A,(2)= 
(x,(t) 1 rE 2, t E GF(2)) induced by p be also denoted by p. Therefore w
may write Aut G=G. (p). The action of p on A,(2) is as follows: 
p-‘x,(t)p=xpc,,(t). Therefore C$‘&)= (x,(t) ( p(r)=r, r-EC, tEGF(2)). 
But C’={reZlp(r)=r) is g enerated by i (r, + r5), 1 (r2 + r4) and r3. 
Now by [2] the set Z7’= (t (rI +r,), $ (r2 + r4), r3} is a fundamental 
system of roots for the algebra of type (C,). Therefore: 
C$5{2, = (x,(t) I rE C’, t E GF(2)) = C,(2) ?Z P,(2). 
So C$)= (p) x C,(2) E Z2 x P,(2) and we obtain the first negative class 
of G’. In continuation with our work in [3] we label this class 2,. 
The conjugacy classes of the group V,(2) are given in [6] and its 
irreducible characters are given in [4]. Below we list classes ofelements of 
P,(2) according tonotations u ed in [63 together with the fusion of its 
elements in G. Notice that we follow notations of[3] for the classes ofG 
which are tabulated inTable Iof [S]. 
Now let us write S= V,(2) and S’ = C1,9) = ( p ) x P,(2). Classes of S’ 
are easily found from Table I. We only mention that if x is a representative 
of a conjugacy class of S, then px belongs to a negative class of G’ with 
centralizer order in S’ twice the centralizer order of x in S. If cp and 1 are 
irreducible characters of Z, and P,(2) respectively, then qq is an 
irreducible character ofS’. cp is either the identity character ofZ, or alter- 
nating and in the first case (px is denoted by x and in the second case it is 
denoted by x’. We denote characters ofS by their degrees. We index 
characters ofthe same degree by the numbers 1, 2, and 3 to avoid 
duplications. The indexing is in accordance with the respective occurrence 
of these characters. 
3. NEGATIVE CLASSES OF G’ 
Let x be an irreducible character of an arbitrary group G. The 
Frobenius-Schur indicator, ind(X), isdefined as follows: 
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Clearly ind(X) is readily computable when the square map is known. By [7, 
p. 583, ind(X) takes one of the values 0, +l or -1. We have ind(X) = 0, iff 
x is not real (unitary); ind(X) = + 1, iff x is afforded by a real represen- 
tation (orthogonal) ndind(X) = -1, iff xis real but is not afforded byany 
real representation (symplectic). If we let e,(x) = I {g E G 1 g2 =x} 1, then 
0,(x) is the number of square roots that x has in G and is computed 
according tothe following formula: 
0,(x) = C indtd x(x). 
x E h(G) 
Now as the character table of G = G&,(2) and its conjugacy classes are 
known (Tables V and I of [3]), we can compute the indicator feach 
irreducible character of G. It turns out that each irreducible complex 
valued character ofG has indicator zero and the rest have indicator +l. 
Therefore G’has 28 pairs of associated irreducible characters. We will give 
the values of a character f om a pair of associated characters which is non- 
negative onthe class 2,. If such character isdenoted by x, then its associate 
is denoted by x’. 
To find negative conjugacy classes of G’ we start with classes of 
involutions. We already found a class of involution with centralizer order 
2i”. 34. 5.7. We known that 19,( 1)- 1 is the number of involutions of G’ 
and as all the irreducible characters of G’ have indicator + 1, hence e,( 1) = 
CXEITT(G,) x( 1 . Using Table V of [3] we obtain 0,( 1) = 1261856. Therefore 
G’ has 1261855 involutions and positive classes 2,, 2,, and 23 are part of 
this number as well as the negative class 2,. Subtracting the number of 
these involutions from 1261855 we get 874944 = 26. 32. 72. 31 for the num- 
ber of the remaining involutions of G’. As IG’( = 216. 34. 5. 72. 31 we get 
another negative class of involutions with centralizer order 2” * 32. 5. We 
call this class 2, and notice that, according toTable I, classes ~(1, II), and 
p(V, XIII) of s’ fuse to 24 and classes ~(11, III), ~(111, V)and p(V, VIII) of 
S’ fuse to 2,. 
To find the rest of negative Y-classes ofG’ we need the permutation 
character ofG’ acting on s’. Using Table I of the present paper and 
Table V of [ 33 we find 
1.S tG=XI +x3 +x8 +x24 +x53 +x54, (3.1) 
where x53 and x54 are conjugate characters ofG and x = xs3 +xs4 is an 
irreducible character ofG’ which vanishes outside G. 
Using Table V of [3] and fusion of elements of S in G we find the 
following: 
x3Js=1+27+35,+84+105,+2.168, (3.2) 
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~s~s=1+27+35,+70+2~84+2~105,+4~168+210,+210, 
+216+280, +2.280, +2.420+405+4.512, (3.3) 
xz4Js=1+27+35i +35,+56+84+2.105,+3.168+216 
+4*280, +405+2.420+2.512. (3.4) 
Now, according to previous paragraphs and Table I, the respective 
values of 1,. tG’ on 24 and 2, are 316 and 76. Also if x is an irreducible 
character ofG’, then x 1 s on fused classes ofS’ have the same values. 
Using these and the character table of S given in [4] we are able to restrict 
X3, X8, and x24 to s’: 
x3 1 s, = 1 + 27 + 35, + 84 + 105; on negative S’-classes of G’, (3.5) 
x8 1 s’ = 1 + 27 + 35, + 70’ + 2.84 + 2 
168 + 210; + 210; + 216 + 280, + 405’ 
on negative S-classes ofG’, (3.6) 
~~~J~=1+27+35~+35~+56’+84+168+216+405 
on negative S-classes ofG’. (3.7) 
Therefore x3 1 s’, x8 1 S’r and ~24 1 ss on 2, have values 42, 168, and 105. As 
ls r G’ on 24 must be 316, hence (3.1) becomes 
l,. t G’=XI +x3+&3 +x24 on negative S’-classes of G’. (3.8) 
Now using (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) we are able to find irreducible 
constituents of (1 s t “‘) 1 ss :
(lsfG’) lss=4.1+3.27+3.35, +35,+56’+70’+4-84+105; 
+3~168+210;+210;+2~216+280, +2.405’ 
on negative S-classes ofG’ (3.9) 
In the following table we compute (1 s t G’) 1s on negative S’-classes using 
(3.9) and Table 3 of [4]. We also write the values of x2 1 s, on negative 
S’-classes. Using Table V of [3] we get x2 1 s = 27 + 35,. As x2 1 sf on 
~(1, II) and p(V, XIII) must have the same value, so x2 1 s =27’+ 35,. 
Note that in the following table we drop the letter p in writing all the 
negative S’-classes. 
We already know classes (I, II) and (V, VXIII) of S’ fuse in G’. Also 
classes (II, III), (III, V), and (V, VIII) of S’ fuse in G’. Now using Tables I
and III, that (1 s t G’) 1s must assume the same value on fused classes ofS’ 
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TABLE II 
Negative Y-class (1s tG’)ls x2 Is 
(1, 11) 316 8 
(II, III) 16 0 
UK VI 76 0 
(V, XIII) 316 8 
(V, VIII) 76 0 
(VII, XI) 36 -4 
(XI, XXIII) 20 4 
(XI, XVIII) 12 0 
(XV, XXI) 36 -4 
(XXI, XXXVI) 20 4 
(XXV, XXXV) 4 -2 
(XXXVII, LV) 4 2 
(IV, VI) 16 -4 
(X, XVII) 4 2 
(XXXVIII, XLIX) 10 -1 
WI, 1x1 4 0 
(IX, XVI) 4 0 
(XIV, XVI) 16 -4 
(XVII, XXVI) 4 0 
(XXII, XXXIX) 4 2 
(XXII, XXXIII) 4 0 
w-7 L) 10 -1 
XIX, XXVII) 6 2 
(XXIV, XXVII) 2 -2 
(XLII, LII) 6 -1 
(XLI, LI) 1 -1 
(XII, XX) 1 -2 
(XX, XXIX) 1 0 
(XXX, XLIII) 1 1 
(XXXIV, XLV) 1 1 
in G’ as well as x2 J s’, we obtain the following table for negative Y-classes 
of G’: 
To complete negative classes ofG’ we find non S’-classes andto do this 
we apply methods used in [S] of counting the number of square roots of 
certain elements of G’. 
For x an element of the class 4, of G we set O,(x) = 1 {g E G’ 1 g2 = x} I. 
As all the irreducible characters ofG’ have indicator +l, then O,(x) =
CrEIrr(GP) x(x). Using Table V of [3] we compute O,(x)= 112. But the 
class S2 of G and the negative S’-classes 83 and 8, have their squares in 4,. 
These classes contribute (y)+(T)+(y)=96 elements to 
O,(x) = 112. The remaining elements 112-96 belong to a conjugacy class of 
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TABLE IV 
Class Centralizer order X2 X’ 
85 24.3 43 
86 26.3 41 
127 2’. 32 6, 46 
128 2’. 3 66 48 
24, 23 3 121 85 
24, 23 3 12, 86 
16, 25 8, 
162 25 8, 
negative non Y-class with centralizer order in G’: (21°. 3/24) = 26. 3. We 
call this class 8,. 
For x an element of the class 4i of G we have OZ(x)=448. So we get 
another non S’-class of order 8with centralizer order in G’: 212. 3.7/448 =
26. 3. We label this class 8,. 
For XE (66) we have (3,(x) = 8 and this contributes two classes of 
elements of order 12 with centralizer order 24. 3*/2 = 23. 3* and 24. 3*/6 =
23. 3. The first class is labeled 12, and the second one 12,. 
For XE (12,) and XE (12,) we have O,(x) = 4. So we get two classes of
elements of order 24 with centralizer order 2’. 3/4 = 23 * 3 in both cases. We
label the class with square in 12, as 24, and the class with square in 12, 
as 242. 
Finally for x E (8,) we have O,(x) = 8 and this gives two classes of 
elements of order 16 with centralizer orders 27/4=25 and 27/4= 25. We 
label these classes 16i and 162. 
So far we found 28 negative classes ofG’ and this completes the negative 
classes ofG’. In the following table we give the centralizer order in G’ of 
the negative non S’-classes. 
4. COMPUTATION OF THE IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS 
OF G'ON NEGATIVE CLASSES 
In this ection we explain how irreducible characters of G’ are computed 
on negative classes. In Section 3 we remarked that x2 induces a real 
irreducible character ofG’ with x2 1 s’ = 27’ + 35i. Using Table III we can 
evaluate x2 on negative S’-classes. To compute x2 on negative non 
f-classes we use congruence relation between these’classes. As quares of 
all elements in the negative classes lie in G, therefore by Table V of [3], x2 
has even values on all the negative non Y-classes xcept on 24, that it must 
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be odd. Suppose the respective values of x2 on the classes ofTable IV be 
2a,, 2a,, 2a,, 2a,, 2a, + 1, 2a,, 2a,, and 2a,. Now the row orthogonality 
of x2 with itself in G’ yields: 
3(af + a:) + 8a: + 24ai + 6(2a, + l)‘+ 24az + 18(a: + ai) = 17. (4.1) 
From (4.1) we clearly get a4 = a6 = a, = a, = 0 and a3 = &- 1, hence (4.1) 
becomes a: +a: + 2(2a, + l)‘= 3 which imply a5 =0 or -1 and 
a: + ai = 1. Now as the cube of elements in12, lie in 4, and the value of x2 
on 4, is -4, so we must have 2a, + 4 = 0 (mod 3) which imply a3 = 1. Also 
24: = 8, imply 2a, + 1 - 2a, = 0 (mod 3) and respecting thepossible values 
of a5 and a, we obtain a5 = -1 and a, = 1. Finally a:+a: = 1 gives a, =O. 
Therefore w compute x1 on the whole of negative classes. 
Now relations (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) give the values of x3, x8, and xx4 on 
negative S’-classes. Using congruence r lations between classes and the row 
orthogonality of characters we can easily compute these characters on the 
whole of negative classes. 
We restrict four further characters of G’ to S’ to have enough relations to 
compute the rest of characters. These characters are as follows: 
~~~J~=21, +21,+70+105,, (4.2) 
xd6Js’ =21, +21; +70’+ 1O53 on negative Y-classes, (4.3) 
x4Js=15+35, +84+120+210, +280,, (4.4) 
x41s,=15+35, +84+120’+210;+280,, 
on negative Y-classes, (4.5) 
x22Js=211 +2~21,+2~70+84+3~105,+4~105,+120+2~168 
+2.189, + 189, +2.189, +210, +5.210, +2*216+3.280, 
+280,+336+4.378+5.405+2.420+6.512, (4.6) 
~zz~~=21,+84+1O5;+2~1O5,+12O’+2~189,+189;+21O;+21O, 
+ 280, + 280; + 336 + 405’ 
on negative S’-classes, (4.7) 
~47~s=2~211+212+56+2~7O+3~1O5~+2~189,+2~189~+189~ 
+2.210, +216+2.376+405+2.512, (4.8) 
x47 1 s. =21, +56’+ 105, + 189, +216+405’ 
on negative r-classes. (4.9) 
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The relations (4.3), (4.5), (4.7), and (4.9) give the values of xd6, x4, xz2, 
and x4, on negative ?-classes and using the method explained arlier we
compute the values of these character on the rest of negative classes. 
Now we look at the tensor product of certain characters of G’. In G we 
have 
x52’gx1+2x2+x3+x5 (4.10) 
which in G’ becomes 
x2 C2’ g Xl +x*+x; +x3 +x5 
which on all of the negative classes can be written as 
x2 [*I = Xl +x3 +x5. 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
This relation e ables us to compute x5. 
We also have 
Which gives x,*. 
We compute the following relations in G’: 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
x2 ‘X5 g X7? on negative classes, (4.15) 
x*.x3 g x2 +x4 +x7 +x19, on negative classes, (4.16) 
x2 ‘x46 ’ x28 +x47, on negative classes, (4.17) 
x2.x4 ’ x3 +%4+x9 +x22, on negative classes, (4.18) 
x46 c21 ’ XI +x3 +x8 +x24 +x44, on negative classes. (4.19) 
The above relations give us the character x7, xr9, x28, x9, and x44. 
We also compute the following: 
x&‘1 g XI + 2x3 + x4 + 2x5 + &s + x9 + XIO + x;3 + x24 + x25 
on negative classes, (4.20) 
xi;” ’ x; + xi0 + xl8 + x20 +x23 + x;4 + x;S, 
on negative classes (4.21) 
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adding up (4.20) and (4.21) yields: 
x20 = xi” + &” ---xl -2x3 -x4 -x5 
-2x8 -x9 -118 on negative classes 
and this gives the character xzo. Using the relation: 
)##$I g 
x20 + x45 
gives x45. 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
Now we have enough information touse the distribution of characters 
into p-blocks as described in[ 11. Each p-block in G gives a pair of blocks 
of G’, which are identical when one of them is multiplied by the alternating 
character xi. The principal block of G for p= 5 consists ofthe character x1, 
x4, x9, x10, and x2o which gives rise to two blocks {xl, x4, x9, xIo, xi,} and 
(xi, xi, x$, xio, x2o) of G’. We have 
Xl -x4 +x9 --Xl0 +x;o = 0 on Sregular classes ofG’, 
XI = -x4 =x9 = -x10 = x;o 5-singular classes ofG’. 
(4.24) 
on 
From relations (4.24) we can compute xlo. 
Now from the following relation: 
x3 ‘12’ = x; + x;l + x9 + x;O +x18 + x20 + x22 + x23 
on negative classes. (4.25) 
We obtain x23 and having x23, from (4.20) we obtain x25. 
The characters x18, x19, x23? x34, and x41 lie in a 5-block of G with 
corresponding blocks in G’ being 
{fl,, dl9, x23, x34, 135) and h8, x19, xi33 xi47 x;s>. 
We have 
X18 -x19 + xi3 - xi4 + xi5 = 0 on 5-regular classes, 
Xl8 = -x19 = x;3 = -xi4 = x;s on 5-singular classes. 
(4.26) 
On the other hand x2x4, is calculated as follows: 
x2x47 ’ x34 +x35 +x46 on negative classes. (4.27) 
Combining the first relation f(4.25) and (4.26) yields: 
x34 = t (x2x47 -x18 + 119 + x23 -x46) on 5-regular negative classes. 
(4.28) 
SZ 
E.rZ 
E.$Z 
E.EZ 
ZE.CZ 
E.9Z 
E.sZ 
L.Z 
S.E.Z 
S.ZZ 
S.E.zZ 
zE.Z 
2E.d 
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ZE ‘2 
ZE J 
zE ‘2 
bf bZ 
6E.d 
LZ 
LZ 
E .sz 
E.orZ 
,g u! lap10 
~azgesua~ 
~0000 Y Nooooo~o~ooo~oooo~-~-oo 
I 
-0000 5 CI 
ooooo~o-ooo~oooo~-~-oo 
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Hence (4.27) and the second relation f(4.25) gives xX4 and having x+, the 
relations (4.25) yield x35. 
Now we compute the following relations: 
x2x8 = x7 +x9 +x11 +x34 on negative classes, (4.29) 
x2x24 g x19 + x34 +x37 on negative classes. (4.30) 
The relation (4.28) gives xrr and (4.29) gives x33. 
Another Sblock in G consists ofthe characters x2, x3, x8, x1,, and x2r 
which in G’ gives rise to two blocks {x2, x3, x8, xll, x2r}, {xi, xi, x;l, x;,, 
x;r }with the chain: 
x2 - x3 + x8 - x11 + x21 = 0, on Sregular classes, 
(4.31) 
x2 = --x3 =x8 = --xl1 = x21 9 on Ssingular classes. 
The relations (4.30) give x2r. Now using the following relation 
x2x45 ’ 111 +x21 + 133 +x34 + 135 +x44 +x48 
on negative classes yields x48. (4.32) 
Finally the reduction fx6 to S’ gives that x6 on all the negative classes 
to be zero except on 16, and 16, which has respective values 23 and 
-2fi. 
The values of the characters of G’ are given in Table V. 
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